


Feel the energy of Dubai in an 

exceptional location near Dubai Media 

City on Sheikh Zayed Road at La 

Suite Dubai Hotel & Apartments.

Guests staying at this modern hotel 

will find elevated comfort just 

moments from Dubai Internet City and 

Palm Jumeirah. Feel relaxed in 

elegant rooms, studios, and 

apartments with stunning panoramic 

views of the city and Arabian Gulf.

La Suite Dubai
Hotel & Apartments
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La Suite Dubai Hotel & Apartments is 

conveniently located on Sheikh Zayed 

Road near Dubai Internet City and 

Dubai Media City.

It is less than 10 minutes’ drive to 

Palm Jumeirah, Mall of the Emirates 

and Emirates Golf Club. Dubai 

International Airport is 30 minutes 

away.

A great location
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Room, Studio & Apartment Features

• Arabian Gulf, Palm Jumeirah or Sheikh Zayed Road views

• Connecting rooms

• Spacious marble bathrooms

• Separate living area with dining table in all apartments

• Smart TV and satellite TV channels

• Comprehensive entertainment system

• Fully equipped kitchenettes or kitchens

• Coffee machine and tea-making facilities*

• Apartments, only Tea making facilities are available

• Complimentary high-speed Wi-Fi

• Individually controlled air conditioning

• Telephone

• Hair dryer

• Safe box

* Rooms and Studio only

An elegant-eclectic mix of 

convenience and warmth, La Suite 

Dubai Hotel & Apartments offers 

rooms, studios, and apartments ideal 

for short and long stays.

Modern spaces are equipped with 

state-of-the-art appliances that bring 

ease to each day. Feel the place as 

you see Dubai from above, with 

stunning panoramic views of this 

inspiring city.

Accomodation
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An appealing blend of contemporary 

design and comfort, these rooms invite 

business or leisure travelers for a 

convenient stay near the city’s main 

attractions.

Feel inspired by Dubai’s cityscape 

twinkling outside your floor-to-ceiling 

windows.

Deluxe Room



Studio Feel comfortable when you 

choose a modern space with a fully 

equipped kitchenette with fridge, 

microwave and washer cum dryer.

Ultra-soft king beds invite you for a 

good night’s rest before you discover 

Dubai from this convenient location.

Studio Room
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Welcome the convenience of this 

chic studio with views that 

encompass Dubai Marina.

Top of the line facilities in your 

kitchenette and a comfortable king 

size bed let you enjoy a stay beyond 

the ordinary.

Studio
Sea View
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Retire to your spacious apartment after an 

inspiring Dubai day, and refresh in your 

elegant marble bathroom.

Share a meal with a loved one, prepared 

in your kitchen and served in your dining 

area where you can unwind.

One Bedroom
Apartment
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Feel indulged when unwinding in these 

eclectic-elegant apartments perfectly 

placed for admiring Dubai below.

Retreat to your appealing living space to 

watch a movie or appreciate the Arabian 

Gulf views.

Deluxe One 
Bedroom Sea 
View Apartment
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Relax in a contemporary apartment in 

muted colors designed for stays of any 

length.

Make your morning brew and watch the 

sun rise over the sea as the city comes to 

full speed below. Enjoy distinctive city 

living.

Premier One 
Bedroom Sea 
View Apartment
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An elegant blend of chic city convenience 

and ample comfort in restful rooms, these 

apartments are ideal for entertaining or 

taking a break.

Work from your relaxing living space or 

invite friends over to dine while 

overlooking Dubai.

Deluxe Two 
Bedroom 
Apartment
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Feel captivated by Dubai from this 

extraordinary location with amazing views of 

the Arabian Gulf.

Stylish comfort is evident in details from the 

marble bathroom, fully equipped kitchen to 

the grand yet cozy dining area, as you 

marvel at the city from your perch above.

Premier Two 
Bedroom Sea 
View Apartment
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Warm tones welcome you to your Sheikh 

Zayed Road oasis, perfectly located for 

business or pleasure.

Families can gather in comfort in the palatial 

lounge, and plan great days out around the 

dining table. Rest comes easy in ample beds 

dressed in white linen.

Deluxe Three 
Bedroom 
Penthouse
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Contemplate your capacious surroundings 

when you choose the luxury of this urban 

penthouse.

Every detail is designed for your 

convenience, from the fully equipped kitchen 

to the lengthy balcony looking out on Dubai. 

Feel extraordinary in your exclusive abode 

over Sheikh Zayed Road.

Premier Three 
Bedroom 
Penthouse
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The best buffet breakfast can be 

enjoyed each morning with a 

wonderful spread of freshly prepared 

food.

Surprises abound at both lunch and 

dinner as our chefs present excellent 

dishes from the region and beyond.

Opening hours:

06:30 to 23:00

Cuisine:

International

Aqua Café
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Take some time out and enjoy great 

coffee in this contemporary lounge 

where warm service welcomes you.

A range of gourmet wraps, snacks 

and salads let you quell any hunger 

pangs throughout the day.

Opening hours:

07:30 to 20:00 

Cuisine:

International light fare

Serai Lounge
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Tender meats and veggies are served 

straight from the grill at this Sheikh Zayed 

Road venue.

Try some North Indian tandoor or peri-peri 

from Portugal, or even grill your own at this 

all-you-can-eat restaurant.

Opening hours:

12:00 - 15:00, 18:30 - 22:30

Cuisine:

International light fare

Absolute 
Barbecue
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Discover Uyghur dining at this unique 

restaurant in Sidra Tower.

A large welcoming space where 

Dubai diners indulge in hearty 

lunches and lip smacking dinners.

Opening hours:

12:00 - 12:00 

Cuisine:

Uyghur and Continental

Cartel
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The unique location of La Suite Dubai 

Hotel & Apartments makes it ideal for 

exploring the city and its many attractions. 

Guests can also take advantage of the 

remarkable in-house leisure facilities.

Swim a few lengths in the 25-meter 

outdoor pool while little ones use the kids’ 

pool. Play squash with friends or take a 

tennis lesson on the courts. Emirates Golf 

Course and Montgomerie Golf Club are 

just a short drive away.

Recreation & 
Leisure

• Two temperature-controlled outdoor pools

• Fully equipped Fitness Centre

• Kids’ Club

• Armonia Spa
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La Suite Dubai Hotel & Apartments invites 

you to feel inspired in one of our four 

meeting rooms which can accommodate 

15 - 200 guests comfortably.

Contemporary spaces are filled with 

natural light and state-of-the-art 

equipment means that any event runs 

smoothly in this prime location on Sheikh 

Zayed Road.

Weddings and personal events are also 

catered for with a dedicated team on 

hand to ensure dream days are planned 

to perfection. Make your ‘I do’ even more 

special with spectacular views and little 

details that make all the difference.

Meetings & 
Events



La Suite Dubai Hotel & Apartments
Sidra Tower, Sheikh Zayed Road, PO Box 502306,

Dubai, United Arab Emirates

T: +971 4 777 2777
E: res.nlsd@nhcollection.com

https://world.nh-hotels.com/en/nh-collection-dubai-la-suite
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